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Let’s Start With a Bit of History

• François Fournier (1846-1917) was an “editor of facsimiles of obsolete stamps“, 
as he called himself, established in Geneva (Switzerland), initially associated 
with the forger L. H. Mercier

• He dominated the market for forgeries from 1900 to 1914, producing up to 800 
sets covering more than 3,500 different stamps, all countries combined, 
publishing a sales catalog which had grown from 18 pages in 1905 to 64 pages 
in 1914 (quite sought after by collectors today), with no less than 10,000 regular 
customers and representatives in 23 countries.

• He also ran a “Philatelic Clinic” employing up to 5 experts capable of retouching 
and repairing damaged genuine stamps, which counted up to 2,500 clients –
including world-renowned stamp dealers.

• The First World War put an end to its activities. At the end of the war, Charles 
Hirschburger tried to take over the business, without much success.

• The Union Philatélique de Genève acquired the stock and equipment in 1927, 
and embarked on the production of some 480 reference albums (all different), 
sold at the time for £5 to qualified buyers.



Today’s Agenda
• Part 1 – A Flourishing Business
• Part 2 – The “Album of Fac Similes” (UPG)

• Part 2a – A few introductory pages
• Part 2b – Pages dedicated to French Colonies: Sample stamps, cancellations, 

and overprints
• Part 2c – Pages dedicated to the Group type

• Part 3 – Fournier Forgeries on the Market Today
• Part 4 – Tips to Spot these Forgeries & Bibliography



Fournier ran a very 
successful business
- Long-established company 
(Founded 1891)
- Multiple Medals at 
Philatelic Exhibitions
- Able to supply stamps on 
most want lists 
- Motivated sale practices 
- Philatelic Clinic at the 
service of the most 
demanding philatelists

After 1905, things got 
complicated, as many 
dealers in Europe 
started to re-sell  
stamps from Fournier 
as authentic items on 
the second-hand 
market

















Some figures, all countries combined

• 400 kilos of stamps
• A good part damaged by humidity, burned at once
• Anyone willing to guess the catalog value of the remaining stock, in French 

Francs, according to the 1928 Y&T catalog?

• 480 albums 
• 86,400 sheets
• One million two hundred thousand stamps cut or separated and stuck in 

pieces, strips, or blocks in the respective frames
• 273,600 strokes (cancellations) et 248,000 overprints

2,846,796,500 Francs



In the following slides, we’ll cover:

• 1859-1865 – “Eagles”

• 1881 – “Alphée Dubois”, with imperforated and 
perforated blocks

• 1884 – “Duval” postage due stamps

• 1891 – “Colis Postaux” from French Congo

• 1890 – Early block from Diego Suarez

• 1852 – Reunion’s first stamp

• 1889 – Reunion postage due stamps

• 1889 – Gabon #14 and #15, also the first 
stamps of this colony

• A few proofs from the Côte des Somalis and 
Obock (meaning the UPG didn’t find the actual
stamps in Fournier’s inventory)

• Sample cancellations

• Two full pages of sample overprints













Two Similar « Group Type » Pages for Illustration
• Each album had 171 

pages, ranging from the 
Azores to Zululand

• Many pages are devoted 
entirely to the French 
Colonies, including 4 
mainly dedicated to the 
Group type (pages 30 to 
33)

• There are also stamps, 
cancellations and 
surcharges specific to a 
particular colony 
throughout the pages, 
generally in alphabetical 
order:

• Alexandria (page 4)
• Annam and Tonkin (page 9)
• French Congo (page 35)
• Diego-Suarez (page 40)





The Same, Unmarked!
• Block having escaped the 

marking of the Philatelic Union 
of Geneva (It might have been 
sold way before 1927)

• No FAUX label on the front or 
back

• Names of 29 former French 
colonies, from ANJOUAN to 
SOUDAN FRANÇAIS, with 
GOLFE DE BENIN / BENIN, 
DIEGO-SUAREZ / DIEGO-
SUAREZ ET DEPENDANCES, as 
well as SOUDAN FRANÇAIS x2 
to complete the block of 30

• These blocks are quite 
exceptional because Fournier 
basically printed blocks of 25 (5 
x 5)



Popular Stamps on eBay and Delcampe ;-(



Perforated Blocks of 25 (5 x 5)



Series without perforations and without legend



A few additional varieties – perforation errors



• Not listed as “Fournier” 
but the 25c is obviously a 
forgery – even at low res

• 30c doesn’t correspond 
to any standard rate at 
the time

• The octagonal cancel is 
somewhat “suspect”

• Rough opening could be 
a crude attempt to give 
this cover some 
legitimacy

A cover seen recently on 
Delcampe, with a starting 
price of €50.00



• Stamps look like 
Fournier, but this 
cover was probably 
created much later.

• 63 centimes is a very 
original amount, when 
it comes to franking

• Stamps were no longer 
in use in Indochina at 
the time

• Based on the date on 
the Saigon Central 
cancel, April 18, 1939, 
this would be one of 
the latest known 
usages of Group type 
stamps on cover, if not 
the latest ;-)



How to tell this is a fake:

• Stamp

• Cancel

• Absence of transit or 
arrival cancels

• Other indications

“Par steamer Salazie” –
this specific vessel made 
two trips from Yokohama 
to Marseille in 1904 :

• as Ligne N No 1 from 
April 8 to May 17

• as Ligne N No 4 from  
October 7 to 
November 16



Forgeries That Don’t Even Try… 
• 1 Fr olive from

DIÉGO-SUAREZ on 
unused postcard

• Excessive franking

• View of the Military
Hospital in St-
Claude, in 
Guadeloupe!

• Postmarked 18 JANV 
92, almost 2 years
before the stamp
was issued!



Authentic or Fake – It’s Like a Game



Well Documented in Philatelic Literature
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